
OPTIMIZE REVENUE CYCLE 
OPERATIONS WITH CURRANCE 
REV-CYCLE YIELD
Partner with Currance for process, technical, and cultural change

You know it is there – cash that is just out of reach for your hospital or healthcare organization because of inefficiencies in 

billing operations and a lack of transparency into your revenue cycle.  The traditional methods to isolate inefficiencies and 

correct revenue cycle operations – conventional reporting that depends on averages and aggregates of data – is useful for 

generalized conclusions and spotting trends, but does not provide visibility into the root cause of revenue leakage.

The business of healthcare is fluid and constantly adjusting to pressures such as volume changes, payer contract 

adjustments, labor challenges, and evolving reimbursement models. Continually changing variables create ‘noise’ in the 

revenue cycle that must be filtered to recognize true operational performance and achieve maximum reimbursement. 

Revenue cycle management needs a precise instrument of measurement, one that can mitigate the noise in the 

reimbursement cycle, to isolate and correct workflows that leave money on the table day after day, year after year. 

Currance’s Rev-Cycle Yield (RCY) is the first innovation in healthcare’s revenue cycle key performance benchmarking for 

decades. RCY measures yield deep (at the account level) and wide (across facilities, payers, departments, and service lines) to 

precisely measure operational efficiency at specific time intervals, such as 30, 60, and 90 days. Its patented algorithm distills 

data into its purest form by mitigating the noise in the reimbursement cycle, providing actionable insights with the most 

accurate measurement of expected cash collections  available. 

Leveraging the patented technology of Currance Yield

The data-driven root-cause analysis of Currance Rev-Cycle Yield reveals 

process opportunities for sustained performance improvement. AI-powered 

insights, workflow, and collaboration tools achieve on average a 4 – 6% 

sustained annual improvement on expected net revenue with a 7 – 11% 

acceleration in cash collections, all while reducing operational costs.

Reveal performance opportunities



Currance’s top priority is to ensure your organization is recovering every potential dollar at the lowest possible cost. In 

addition to technology solutions, Currance offers an exclusive suite of professional services and support that provide the 

tools your organization needs to succeed, when they need them.

Unique professional services and support

Empower your organization to achieve exceptional revenue results

Business Intelligence and Reporting
ScoreLogix™
Simplify decision-making with precise metrics and actionable data

High-performance Team Building
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
A blended approach of skills and 

leadership training that optimizes 
Yield methodology

Labor Productivity Solution
FLEX WORKFORCE

Scalable, dedicated resources to 
supplement your workforce 

on-demand

Workforce Training and Certification
TEAM ENGAGEMENT PROGRAMS

Enhance the employee experience 
with targeted Yield methodology 

and technology training

Workflow Management
CollectLogix™
Optimize workflow efficiency with one touch

Virtual Workforce Collaboration
RemoteLogix™
Elevate productivity of virtual teams within a secure environment

Currance’s top priority is to ensure your organization is recovering every potential dollar at the lowest possible cost. In 

addition to technology solutions, Currance offers an exclusive suite of professional services and support that provide the 

tools your organization needs to succeed, when they need them.

Unique professional services and support

Contact us at sales@currance.com today to learn how proven Yield methodology, technology, and workforce solutions can 

help you build a patient-centered and profitable organization. 

Partner with Currance to achieve best-in-class Rev-Cycle performance

Currance technology and expertise


